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- is fundamental building block !
  for K-̅nuclei, K ̅in medium, ...
T. Hyodo, D. Jido, Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. 67, 55 (2012)

—> spontaneous/explicit symmetry breaking

- has a resonance below threshold
- is coupled with πΣ channel

Two aspects of K(K)̅ meson
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K ̅meson and KN̅ interaction
Introduction

- NG boson of chiral SU(3)R ⊗ SU(3)L --> SU(3)V!
- massive by strange quark: mK ~ 496 MeV

KN̅ interaction ...

πΣ—> Λ(1405)

Λ(1405)
KN̅

en
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      meson-baryon v.s. qqq state, ...
B

M



- strong attraction!
- no repulsive core?

KN̅ interaction
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K ̅nuclei v.s. normal nuclei
Introduction

—> We need a realistic KN̅ interaction.

I=0 I=1
NN deuteron (2 MeV) attractive
KN̅ Λ(1405) (15-30 MeV) attractive

Rigolous calculations (2007-)
- bound in few-nucleon systems!
- binding energy depends on the employed KN̅ interaction

- deep binding, high density?
Y. Nogami, Phys. Lett. 7, 288, (1963);	

T. Yamazaki, Y. Akaishi, Phys. Lett. B535, 70 (2002);	

A. Dote, et al., Phys. Lett. B590, 51 (2004)

Possible (quasi-)bound K ̅in nuclei
T. Yamazaki, Y. Akaishi / Physics Letters B 535 (2002) 70–76 71

Fig. 1. Calculated !KN and !K-nucleus potentials and bound levels: !(1405), 2!KH and
3
!KH for K

−p, K−pp and K−ppn systems, respectively. The
nuclear contraction effect is taken into account. The shaded zones indicate the widths. The "π and !π emission thresholds are also shown.

problem is how to produce !∗ in a nucleus and
how to identify produced !K bound states. Here, we
point out that the “strangeness exchange reactions”
(K−,π−) (or similarly, (π+,K+)) would lead to
the production and detection of !K bound states [6].
Although it resembles the ordinary method for !

and " hypernuclear spectroscopy, no attention has
ever been paid to the excitation region, which is
much higher than M"c2 = 1190 MeV. One of the
advantages of this reaction is to produce very exotic!K
bound systems on proton-rich “nuclei”, such as p–p,
that are unbound without the presence of K−. We first
discuss the structure of such exotic systems that can
be formed only by the (K−,π−) reaction and then
consider their production processes.

2. Structure of proton-rich !K bound states

Table 1 shows what kinds of exotic species of !K
bound states are formed following (K−,π−) reactions.
The I = 0 !KN pair, which possesses a strong attrac-
tion, gives an essential clue to lower the energy of a
bound system. Thus, K−pp, K−ppp and K−pppn sys-
tems on non-existing nuclei, which can be produced
from d(K−,π−), 3He(K−,π−) and 4He(K−,π−) re-

actions, respectively, are of particular interest. The
doorway states are expressed as 2!∗H, 3!∗He and 4!∗He
in the hypernuclear nomenclature, which are con-
verted to !K bound states, namely, 2!KH,

3
!KHe and

4
!KHe,

respectively. The two less-exotic !K bound nuclei, 3!KH
and 4!KH, can be produced by the (e, e

′K+) and (K−,n)
reactions, as shown in Table 1.
We have calculated the binding energies (B) and

widths (Γ ) of such proton-rich !K bound states by
the G-matrix method, starting from the following
elementary !KN interactions, as derived in Refs. [1–3]:

(1)vI
!KN(r) = vI

D exp
[
−(r/0.66 fm)2

]
,

(2)vI
!KN,π"

(r) = vI
C1 exp

[
−(r/0.66 fm)2

]
,

(3)vI
!KN,π!

(r) = vI
C2 exp

[
−(r/0.66 fm)2

]
,

with vI=0
D = −436 MeV, vI=0

C1 = −412 MeV,
vI=0
C2 = 0, vI=1

D = −62 MeV, vI=1
C1 = −285 MeV and

vI=1
C2 = −285 MeV, where vI

π"(r) = vI
π!(r) = 0 is

taken to simply reduce the number of parameters.
These interactions, characterized by the strongly at-
tractive vI=0

!KN channel, were shown to lead to a strongly
attractive optical potential (see detailed discussions in
Ref. [3]), which is consistent with a substantial reduc-
tion of the K− mass in the nuclear medium, predicted
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Experimental constraints for the KN̅ interaction
Above the KN̅ threshold:

KN̅

πΣ

Below the KN̅ threshold:
- πΣ mass spectra (new data by LEPS, CLAS, HADES,…)

Introduction

- πΣ scattering length (no data at present)

- K-p total cross sections (old data)
- KN̅ threshold branching ratios (old data)!
- K-p scattering length (new data by SIDDHARTA)

Λ(1405) 
K ̅in nuclei

energy
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SIDDHARTA measurement 

M. Bazzi, et al., Phys. Lett. B704, 113 (2011); Nucl. Phys. A881, 88 (2012)

Direct constraint on the KN̅ interaction at fixed energy

Introduction

Precise measurement of the kaonic hydrogen X-rays

EM int.

exp.

EM value
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p

strong int.

SIDDHARTA Collaboration / Nuclear Physics A 881 (2012) 88–97 95

Fig. 7. Comparison of the present result for the strong-interaction 1s-energy-level shift and width of kaonic hydrogen
with the two experimental results: KEK-PS E228 (1997) [14] and DEAR (2005) [15]. The error bars correspond to
quadratically added statistical and systematic errors. The right panel shows the error in the energy shift as a function of
the width (vertical axis) for each experiment. The dashed lines represent the SIDDHARTA precision calculated assuming
the same statistics but with differing width.

both the background X-ray lines and a continuous background; (a) shows the residuals of the
measured kaonic-hydrogen X-ray spectrum after subtraction of the fitted background, clearly
displaying the kaonic-hydrogen K-series transitions.

As a result, the 1s-level shift ϵ1s and width Γ1s of kaonic hydrogen were determined by
SIDDHARTA to be

ϵ1s = −283 ± 36(stat) ± 6(syst) eV and

Γ1s = 541 ± 89(stat) ± 22(syst) eV,

respectively, where the first error is statistical and the second is systematic. The quoted systematic
error is a quadratic summation of the following contributions: the SDD gain shift, the SDD re-
sponse function, the ADC linearity, the low-energy tail of the kaonic-hydrogen higher transitions,
the energy resolution, and the procedural dependence shown by an independent analysis [31].

4. Conclusion

We have determined the strong-interaction energy-level shift and width of the kaonic-
hydrogen atom 1s state with the best accuracy up to now [31]. The obtained shift and width
are plotted in Fig. 7 along with the other two recent results [14,15]. It should be noted that the
smaller the width, the better the accuracy of determining the energy. The right panel of Fig. 7
shows the errors on the energy shift as a function of the width (vertical axis) for each exper-
iment, together with guide lines representing SIDDHARTA precision calculated assuming the
same statistics but with differing width. In comparison with the DEAR result, the accuracy of
determining the energy in SIDDHARTA is obviously improved.

sh
ift

w
id

th

- shift and width of atomic state <—> K-p scattering length
U.-G. Meissner, U. Raha, A. Rusetsky, Eur. Phys. J. C35, 349 (2004)
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New πΣ spectra
Introduction

- LEPS@1.5 < Eγ < 2.4 GeV, CLAS@1.56 < Eγ < 3.83 GeV
M. Niiyama, et al., Phys. Rev. C78, 035202 (2008);	

K. Moriya, et al., Phys. Rev. C87, 035206 (2013)MEASUREMENT OF THE !π PHOTOPRODUCTION . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 87, 035206 (2013)

than the sum of the two errors. The agreement between the
two decay mode reconstruction channels is generally good.
The average of these two measurements will be used in the
subsequent comparisons with the other charge decay modes.

In all cases the !+π− mass distribution clearly peaks at
a mass of around 1420 MeV/c2, which is higher than the
nominal mass of the #(1405) at 1405.1 MeV/c2 listed by the
PDG [25]. We also note the sharp drop or break of the mass
distributions at the NK̄ threshold near 1.435 GeV/c2, which
is a signature of the opening of a new threshold for S-wave
resonances. This is discussed in Sec. IX.

B. Line shape results for all !π channels

Our main results [44], the line shape comparison for all
three !π channels, is shown in Fig. 17. As noted, the !+π−

channel is the weighted average of the two measured final
states. The !0π0 channel and !−π+ channels are again shown
with inner and outer error bars, where the inner bars are
statistical, and the outer bars include the estimated residual
discrepancy in the fits added in quadrature to the inner bars.
For each of nine bins in invariant energy W , we show the !π
mass distribution in each of three charge states. The data have
been summed over the full range of measured kaon production
angles. The large-angle cutoffs were not quite identical for all
charge states because of differing acceptances, but because the
cross sections get very small at large angles (cos θ c.m.

K+ < −0.5)
we can neglect these differences.

For all energies, it is evident that the line shapes differ
markedly between charge states; in some regions they differ by
well over 5σ . This occurs far away from the indicated reaction
thresholds, making it unlikely that the effects are attributable
to mere mass differences. None of the mass distributions are
reproduced by the simple relativistic Breit-Wigner line shape
with PDG-given centroid and width. The !+π− channel peaks
at a higher mass than the !−π+ channel, while having a
width that is significantly smaller. The charge dependence
of the mass distributions is largest for W between 2.0 and
2.4 GeV. For W approaching 2.8 GeV the mass distributions
tend to merge together. This hints that whatever I ̸= 0 coherent
admixture of isospin states is at work here, it fades away at
higher total energy. Our own fit to the line shapes to extract
our best estimates for the mass and width of the #(1405) and
other structures causing this charge-dependence of the mass
distributions are shown in Sec. IX.

Comparing our line shape results to the prediction of Nacher
et al. [7] computed in a chiral unitary model approach, we see
in Fig. 18 that they are indeed different for each !π channel.
In the chiral unitary theory this was explained as an I = 1
amplitude interfering with the I = 0 #(1405) amplitude in
such a way that the !+π− and !−π+ channels were shifted
in opposite directions due to the interference term. The model
curves were computed for Eγ = 1.7 GeV, but we compare with
our results at Eγ = 1.88 GeV because our statistics are better
there. The model calculation uses a Weinberg-Tomozawa
contact interaction that is energy and angle independent,
allowing us to compare the model to the data in any energy
bin. In our results it is the !+π− channel that is shifted to
higher mass with a narrower width, and the !−π+ channel is

Σπ Invariant Mass (GeV/c2)
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FIG. 18. (Color online) Mass distributions at W = 2.10 GeV and
Eγ = 1.88 GeV in comparison to the model of Nacher et al. [7] scaled
down by a factor of 2.0. The !+π− channel is shown as red circles
and the red dot-dashed line; the !0π 0 channel is shown as the blue
squares and the blue dashed line; the !−π+ channel is shown as the
green triangles and the green solid line. The dashed vertical colored
lines at the left side show the reaction thresholds, and the vertical
dashed lines at 1.405- and 1.437-GeV mark the nominal centroid and
the NK̄ thresholds, respectively. The error bars on the data points are
combined statistical and point-to-point systematic uncertainties.

smaller and wider, in contrast to the model calculation. Also,
the model curves have been scaled down by a factor of 2.0
to match the data, suggesting that the model overestimates
the strength of the photocouplings by that amount. In Sec. IX
we make our own phenomenological isospin decomposition
to find a plausible explanation of what is seen.

The other existing prediction for the mass distribution of
the !π final states is that of Lutz and Soyeur [11]. In their
so-called double kaon pole model, the combined effects of the
!(1385) and the #(1405) were considered, and this produced
some variation among the three charge combinations we have
presented. However, as has been discussed, we subtracted off
the effect of the !(1385) and still are left with a substantial
variation in the three final states. We do not compare our results
directly to theirs because they are qualitatively similar in shape
to those of Ref. [7] and also because they are about a factor of
four too large in cross section, indicating a serious quantitative
discrepancy when comparing to our results.

VII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES AND TESTS

A. Overall systematics of the run

For systematic uncertainties, there were global contribu-
tions from the yield extraction, acceptance corrections, flux
normalization, and the line shape fitting procedure. The main
cuts that influenced the yield extraction were the 'TOF
cuts, the CL cuts in the kinematic fit, and the selection of
intermediate the ground-state hyperon. All of these cuts were
varied within each bin of center-of-mass energy and angle,
and the total yields were checked for any differences due to
the cuts. Variation in the 'TOF width by 0.2 ns changed

035206-15

Photoproduction experiments: γp -> K+(πΣ)0

- J-PARC E31(planned): K-d -> n(πΣ)0

- HADES: pp -> K+p(πΣ)0

G. Agakishiev, et al., Phys. Rev. C87, 025201 (2013)

Hadron-induced reactions:

PHOTOPRODUCTION OF !(1405) AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 78, 035202 (2008)
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FIG. 6. Missing mass for the γp → K+X reaction. (a) K+#+π− final state. (b) K+#−π+ final state. Solid lines in (a) and (b) show fit
results of K+!(1520) plus nonresonant (K+#π ) production. (c) The combined spectra of the #+π− and #−π+ decay modes. Closed and
open circles show spectra obtained by this work and by a previous measurement [29], respectively.

misidentification rate of #+ and #− using the above
procedure was estimated to be 12% using MC simulation.
The distributions of MM(K+π±) are shown in Fig. 5(d).
The solid histogram is MM(K+π−) and the dashed one is
MM(K+π+). The masses of #+(1189) and #−(1197) were
determined via a Gaussian fit to the data to be 1191 ± 1
MeV/c2 and 1199 ± 1 MeV/c2, respectively. The measured
widths of #+(1189) and #−(1197) were 20 ± 1 MeV/c2 and
16 ± 1 MeV/c2 and are consistent with the expected value of
17 MeV/c2 as estimated by MC.

The measured spectra of the !(1405) for the #+π− and
#−π+ modes were compared with each other and with
spectra from a previous measurement [29]. In the previous
measurement, both a K+ and a charged pion were detected
in the LEPS spectrometer. However, in this work, a K+

was detected in the LEPS spectrometer, and two charged
pions were measured by the TPC. Therefore, these two
measurements differ in the angle between the K+ and the pion.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the spectrum of MM(K+) after the
#+ and #− selection cuts, respectively. The spectra obtained
by this work are shown as closed circles. Open circles show
the unnormalized spectra from the previous measurement [29].
The !(1520) peak visible in these spectra was fitted using a
Breit-Wigner function atop the phase space distribution of
nonresonant (K+#π ) production. The solid lines show the fit
results. The mass peak positions are 1520 ± 2 MeV/c2 in the
#+π− decay mode and 1517 ± 2 MeV/c2 in the #−π+ decay
mode. Thus, the mass of !(1520) is consistent with the PDG
value in each decay mode. The peak position of the !(1405)
in #−π+ was consistent with the PDG value of 1405 MeV/c2.
However, the peak structure in the #+π− mode was not clear.
The decay mode dependence of the line shapes of !(1405)
is likely due to strong interference between isospin 0 and 1
amplitudes of the #π interaction, as discussed in Ref. [9]. The
apparent difference for the line shape of the !(1405) in the
#−π+ decay mode between the current work and the previous
measurement will be discussed in the next section. The isospin
interference term is canceled by summing the spectra of the
#+π− and #−π+ modes. The summed spectrum was obtained

after correcting for the decay branch of #+ → pπ0 (∼52%),
and the result is shown in Fig. 6(c). Closed and open circles
show the spectra measured by this work and by the previous
one, respectively, where the normalization for the spectrum
by the previous measurement was determined by fitting in the
range of 1.34 < MM(K+) < 1.47 GeV/c2. The χ2/ndf was
1.4. Thus, the line shape of !(1405) after the sum is consistent
with the one from the previous measurement.

The yield of !(1405) was extracted by fitting the theoretical
spectrum of Nacher et al. [9] to the peak in the combined spec-
trum of the #+π− and #−π+ modes. The combined spectrum
is shown as closed circles in Fig. 7 for 0.8 < cos(&KCM ) < 1.0
and two photon energy ranges: 1.5 < Eγ < 2.0 GeV (a)
and 2.0 < Eγ < 2.4 GeV (b). The spectra were corrected
for the detector acceptance and were normalized using the
differential cross section of K+!(1116) production measured
from data set (I) [4] in each photon energy bin. The spectra
were fitted with the distribution for K+!(1405),K+!(1520),
and nonresonant (K+#π ) production as determined by MC
simulation. The strength of each reaction was obtained by
the fitting, with the assumption that the ratio of the yields of
nonresonant (K+#π ) production in the two photon energy
regions is proportional to the phase volume. The solid curves
show the spectra of !(1405) calculated by Nacher et al.,
and the dashed lines show the distribution for nonresonant
(K+#π ) production. The contamination from (K∗0#+) pro-
duction was measured using the invariant mass distribution
of (K+π−) pairs in the 2.0 < Eγ < 2.4 GeV region, and the
expected spectrum of (K∗0#+) production generated by the
MC simulation is shown as the dot-dashed line in Fig. 7(b). The
open circles show the spectrum of K+#0(1385) production
with normalization determined from the yield found above.
The fit results are shown as the solid histograms. The χ2/ndf
for the fits were 1.8 and 1.7 for photon energy of 1.5 <
Eγ < 2.0 GeV and 2.0 < Eγ < 2.4 GeV, respectively. The
theoretical spectrum of Nacher et al. is seen to be consistent
with the experimental data in the low photon energy region. A
second fit was performed using a different theoretical spectrum
due to Kaiser et al. [8] derived from an effective Lagrangian.

035202-7

New and precise spectra are being available.

CLASLEPS
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πΣ spectra and KN̅ interaction
Introduction

Can spectra constrain the MB amplitude (KN̅ interaction)?

- Spectra depend on the reaction (ratio of KN̅/πΣ in the !
  intermediate state, interference with I=1,…).!
- Event numbers do note constrain the absolute value.

—> Detailed model analysis for each reaction

- Not directly.

MB amplitudereaction model

Initial!
state

Λ(1405) in production reaction:

B

M

⌃

⇡

Emitted particle(s)
(

πΣ spectrum
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Short summary of introduction
Introduction

KN̅ interaction is important both for hadron 
physics (structure of Λ(1405) resonance) and 
for nuclear physics (K ̅in nuclei)!

Precise K-p scattering length by SIDDHARTA 
—> quantitative constraint on KN̅ interaction!

New πΣ spectra from various reactions           
—> reliable reaction model required

Construct realistic KN̅ scattering model !
and predict πΣ spectrum in K-d reaction.
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Strategy for KN̅ interaction
Above the KN̅ threshold:

KN̅

πΣ

Below the KN̅ threshold:
- πΣ mass spectra (new data by LEPS, CLAS, HADES,…)

Realistic KN̅-πΣ interaction with SIDDHARTA

- πΣ scattering length (no data at present)

- K-p total cross sections (old data)
- KN̅ threshold branching ratios (old data)!
- K-p scattering length (new data by SIDDHARTA)

Λ(1405) 
K ̅in nuclei

energy
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Construction of the realistic amplitude
Chiral coupled-channel approach with systematic χ2 fitting

Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, W. Weise, Phys. Lett. B706, 63 (2011); Nucl. Phys. A881 98 (2012);

Realistic KN̅-πΣ interaction with SIDDHARTA

= +

TW model
O(p2)O(p) O(p)

2) Born terms1) TW term 3) NLO terms

LECs

ChPT

TWB model NLO model

T V TV
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Best-fit results
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Realistic KN̅-πΣ interaction with SIDDHARTA

Branching ratios

SIDDHARTA
TW TWB NLO Experiment

�E [eV] 373 377 306 283± 36± 6 [10]

� [eV] 495 514 591 541± 89± 22 [10]

� 2.36 2.36 2.37 2.36± 0.04 [11]

Rn 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.189± 0.015 [11]

Rc 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.664± 0.011 [11]

�2/d.o.f 1.12 1.15 0.96

pole positions 1422� 16i 1421� 17i 1424� 26i

[MeV] 1384� 90i 1385� 105i 1381� 81i

Table 1
Results of the systematic �2 analysis using leading order (TW) plus Born terms (TWB) and full NLO
schemes. Shown are the energy shift and width of the 1s state of the kaonic hydrogen (�E and �),
threshold branching ratios (�, Rn and Rc), �2/d.o.f of the fit, and the pole positions of the isospin I = 0
amplitude in the K̄N -⇡⌃ region.

the subtraction constants ai in Eq. (7), especially those in the ⇡⇤ and ⌘⌃ channels,
exceed their expected “natural” values ⇠ 10�2 by more than an order of magnitude [14].
This clearly indicates the necessity of including higher order terms in the interaction
kernel Vij . It also emphasizes the important role of the accurate kaonic hydrogen data in
providing sensitive constraints.

The additional inclusion of direct and crossed meson-baryon Born terms does not
change �E and �2/d.o.f. in any significant way. It nonetheless improves the situation
considerably since the subtraction constants ai now come down to their expected “nat-
ural” sizes.

The best fit (with �2/d.o.f. = 0.96) is achieved when incorporating NLO terms in the
calculations. The inputs used are: the decay constants f⇡ = 92.4 MeV, fK = 110.0 MeV,
f⌘ = 118.8 MeV, and axial vector couplings D = 0.80, F = 0.46 (i.e. gA = D+F = 1.26);
subtraction constants at a renormalization scale µ = 1 GeV (all in units of 10�3): a1 =
a2 = �2.38, a3 = �16.57, a4 = a5 = a6 = 4.35, a7 = �0.01, a8 = 1.90, a9 = a10 =
15.83; and NLO parameters (in units of 10�1 GeV�1): b̄0 = �0.48, b̄D = 0.05, b̄F =
0.40, d1 = 0.86, d2 = �1.06, d3 = 0.92, d4 = 0.64. Within the set of altogether
“natural”-sized constants ai the relative importance of the K⌅ channels involving double-
strangeness exchange is worth mentioning.

As seen in Table 1, the results are in excellent agreement with threshold data. The
same input reproduces the whole set of K�p cross section measurements as shown in
Fig. 2 (Coulomb interaction e↵ects are included in the diagonal K�p ! K�p channel
as in Ref. [6]). A systematic uncertainty analysis has been performed by varying the
parameters obtained from �2 fits within the range permitted by the uncertainty measures
of the kaonic hydrogen experimental data. Since the shift and width of kaonic hydrogen
are rather insensitive to the I = 1 scattering amplitudes, the total cross section of
K�p ! ⇡0⇤ reaction is also used for the uncertainty analysis. We find that all cross
sections are well reproduced with the constraint from the kaonic hydrogen measurement
as shown by the shaded areas in Fig. 2. A detailed description of this analysis will be
given in a longer forthcoming paper [15].

Equipped with the best fit to the observables at K�p threshold and above, an opti-

5

(

(
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Shift, width, and pole positions

TW and TWB are reasonable, while best-fit requires NLO.!
Pole positions are now converging. 

TW TWB NLO

χ 1.12 1.15 0.957

Realistic KN̅-πΣ interaction with SIDDHARTA
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Subthreshold extrapolation
Behavior of K-p amplitude below threshold

Subthreshold extrapolation is now well controlled.

Realistic KN̅-πΣ interaction with SIDDHARTA
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Figure 5.13: Real (left panel) and imaginary part (right panel) of the I = 0 K̄N and
πΣ amplitudes in the full approach. The best fit is represented by the solid lines while
the bands comprise all fits in the 1σ region. The πΣ and K̄N thresholds are indicated
by the dotted vertical lines.

- c.f. without SIDDHARTA
R. Nissler, Doctoral Thesis (2007)

I=0
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Remaining ambiguity
For K-̅nucleon interaction, we need both K-p and K-n.
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a(K�n) = 0.29 + i0.76 fm (TW) ,

a(K�n) = 0.27 + i0.74 fm (TWB) ,

a(K�n) = 0.57 + i0.73 fm (NLO) .

a(K�p) =
1

2
a(I = 0) +

1

2
a(I = 1) + . . . , a(K�n) = a(I = 1) + . . .

Some deviation: constraint on K-n (<— kaonic deuterium?)

Realistic KN̅-πΣ interaction with SIDDHARTA



Summary 1

With accurate kaonic hydrogen data, we can 
construct realistic KN̅-πΣ interaction. Ambiguity 
in the subthreshold extrapolation (Λ(1405) 
energy region) is significantly reduced.!

Pole position of Λ(1405) is converging.!

Future refinement: I=1 channel                           
<— kaonic deuterium measurement.

We study the KN̅-πΣ interaction based on chiral 
coupled-channel approach.

Realistic KN̅-πΣ interaction with SIDDHARTA

Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, W. Weise, PLB 706, 63 (2011); NPA 881 98 (2012)
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Kaon induced reaction : experiments
Bubble chamber experiment

K-d -> πΣn reaction for J-PARC E31

- pK@686-844 MeV!
- π+Σ-  spectrum

O. Braun, et al., Nucl. Phys. B129, 1 (1977)
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Fig. 3. Distributions of the effective (a) (K-p) mass in the reaction K-d ~ K-pn; (b) (Z:-Tr +) 
mass in the reaction K-d ~ ~-~r+n; (c) (An-) mass in the reaction K-d ~ ATr--p. The curves 
represent the results of the fits described in subsect. 2.5. 

of  the meson-hyperon system (K-  p system for the K -  pn final state)• (An energy de- 
pendent width for the Breit-Wigner function [2] was used.) The background was 
parametrized as a sum of Legendre polynomials• The order of the background, as 
well as the position of  the resonances, was found by fitting the total sample of  

- pK@1 GeV!
- Missing mass spectroscopy!
- Separation of π+Σ- / π-Σ+ / π0Σ0 spectra

http://j-parc.jp/researcher/Hadron/en/pac_0907/pdf/Noumi.pdf
J-PARC E31 (forthcoming)

- large I=1 MB fraction 

Note for the K-d reaction
K�d ⇠ [K̄[NN ]I=0]I=1/2 ⇠ 1[[K̄N ]I=0N ]I=1/2 + 3[[K̄N ]I=1N ]I=1/2

Λ(1405)
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Kaon induced reaction : theory
Two-step approaches with chiral/phenomenological int.

K-d -> πΣn reaction for J-PARC E31

D. Jido, E. Oset, T. Sekihara, Eur. Phys. J. A42, 257 (2009);	

J. Esmaili, Y. Akaishi, T. Yamazaki, Phys. Rev. C83, 055207 (2011);	

D. Jido, E. Oset, T. Sekihara, Eur. Phys. J. A47, 42 (2011);	

K. Miyagawa, J. Haidenbauer, Phys. Rev. C85, 065201 (2012);	

J. Yamagata-Sekihara, T. Sekihara, D. Jido, PTEP 043D02 (2013)

- Perturbative: full three-body dynamics is not included.

Faddeev(AGS) approach

- πΛN channel is not included.!
- s-wave interactions only (valid at low energy)

J. Revai, Few-Body Syst. 54, 1865 (2013)

258 The European Physical Journal A

Fig. 1. Kinematics of the K−d → πΣn.

relevant diagrams for the Λ(1405) production. The T -
matrix is calculated in sect. 2.2. The description of the
two-body meson-baryon scattering amplitudes and the
model of Λ(1405) in the chiral unitary approach are dis-
cussed in sect. 2.3.

2.1 Kinematics

We consider Λ(1405) production induced by K− with a
deuteron target, K−d → Λ(1405)n. The Λ(1405) pro-
duced in this reaction decays into πΣ with I = 0 as shown
in fig. 1. The Λ(1405) is identified by the πΣ invariant-
mass spectra of this reaction. Figure 1 also gives the kine-
matical variables of the initial and final particles. The
kinematics of the three-body final state is completely fixed
by five variables, the πΣ invariant mass MπΣ , the neutron
solid angle Ωn in the c.m. frame and the pion solid angle
Ω∗

π in the rest frame of π and Σ [15]. Thus the differential
cross-section of this reaction can be written by

dσ =
1

(2π)5
MdMΣMn

4kc.m.E2
c.m.

|T |2|p ∗
π | |pn|dMπΣdΩ ∗

π dΩn, (1)

where T is the T -matrix of this reaction, Ec.m. is the
center-of-mass energy, kc.m. is the kaon c.m. momentum
and p ∗

π is the pion momentum in the rest frame of π and
Σ. The pion momentum |p ∗

π | in the πΣ rest frame can be
fixed by the invariant mass MπΣ as

|p ∗
π | =

λ1/2(M2
πΣ ,m2

π,M2
Σ)

2MπΣ
(2)

with the Källen function λ(x, y, z) = x2 + y2 + z2 − 2xy−
2yz − 2zx.

The Λ(1405) production is investigated by limiting the
kinematics with the invariant mass of the final πΣ state
around 1350 to 1450MeV, in which the resonating πΣ
forms the Λ(1405) and the resonance contribution may
dominate the cross-section. Thus, we do not consider the
diagrams in which the final π and Σ are emitted from
different vertices, since they are not correlated. In this
Λ(1405) dominance approximation, we have three dia-
grams for this reaction as shown in fig. 2. The left di-
agram of fig. 2 expresses the Λ(1405) production in the
impulse approximation. We refer to this diagram as direct
production process. The middle and right diagrams are
for two-step processes with K̄ exchange. We refer to these
diagrams as double scattering diagrams.

Fig. 2. Diagrams for the calculation of the K−d → πΣn re-
action. T1 and T2 denote the scattering amplitudes for K̄N →
K̄N and K̄N → πΣ, respectively.

In fig. 2, T1 and T2 denote s-wave scattering ampli-
tudes of K̄N → K̄N and K̄N → πΣ, respectively. These
amplitudes are calculated in coupled-channels approach
based on chiral dynamics, as we will explain later. In
the amplitude T2, the Λ(1405)-resonance is involved. Note
that, in these three diagrams, the Λ(1405) in the ampli-
tude T2 is produced by the K̄N channel. For the amplitude
T1, the energies of interest are 1600 MeV to 1800 MeV for
the K− incident momenta 600MeV/c to 1000MeV/c in
the lab. frame. We do not consider double scattering dia-
grams with pion exchanges in which Σ and π are emitted
separately from the T1 and T2 amplitudes, respectively.
Such diagrams may give smooth backgrounds in the πΣ
invariant-mass spectra. We do not consider the Σ(1385)-
resonance in the T2 amplitude, since the branching rate of
Σ(1385) to πΣ is only 12%.

For the energetic incident K− with several hundreds
MeV/c momentum in the lab. frame, the contribution of
diagram 1 (direct production) is expected to be very small,
since the Λ(1405) is produced below the K̄N threshold
by the energetic K− and a far off-shell nucleon and the
deuteron wave function has a tiny component of such a
far off-shell nucleon. In contrast to the direct production,
in the double scattering diagrams, the large energy of the
incident K− is carried away by the final neutron and the
exchanged kaon can have a suitable energy to create the
Λ(1405) colliding with the other nucleon in the deuteron.

2.2 Scattering amplitude

Let us calculate the T -matrix for the K−d → πΣn reac-
tion. The T -matrix for the diagram 1 given in fig. 2 can
be calculated in the impulse approximation in which the
incident K− and the proton in the deuteron transform
into πΣ and the neutron behaves as a spectator of the
reaction.

Letting the wave functions of the incident kaon and
the particles in the final state be given by plane waves and
writing the wave functions of the nucleons in the deuteron
as ϕi (i = 1, 2), we obtain the connected part of the S-
matrix:

S =
∫

d4x1 (−i)TK−p→πΣ NΣeipΣ ·x1Nπeipπ·x1

×N1ϕ1(x1)e−ip0
1x0

1 NK−e−ik·x1

×
∫

d3x2 Nne−ipn·x2 N2ϕ2(x2), (3)
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Strategy for J-PARC E31
Our framework of K-d -> πΣn for J-PARC E31

K-d -> πΣn reaction for J-PARC E31

- Faddeev(AGS) amplitude: full three-body dynamics
- Inclusion of the πΛN channel: proper I=1 contribution
- Inclusion of relative L: 1 GeV incident momentum

B

M

d

K�

⌃

⇡

n

- MB interaction: energy-dep. and energy-indep. interactions!
  (fitted to cross sections, to be constrained by SIDDAHRTA)

Y. Ikeda, H. Kamano, T. Sato, Prog. Theor. Phys. 124, 533 (2010)

Faddeev(AGS)

π

Λ

L

L
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πΣ spectra with various charge combinations
πΣ spectra @ PK- = 1 GeV

K-d -> πΣn reaction for J-PARC E31

- large interference effect with I=1 components
Deviation of π-Σ+ and π+Σ- spectra

Difference of energy-dep. / energy-indep. (shape, magnitude)
- distinction of subthreshold KN̅ amplitude
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Partial wave contributions
Effect of the higher partial wave components @ PK- = 1 GeV

K-d -> πΣn reaction for J-PARC E31

L≠0 partial waves are important around threshold.
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Summary 2

We employ the Faddeev(AGS) amplitude with 
πΛN channel and relative L effects included.!

Deviation of different charged πΣ states 
indicates the large interference with I=1. !

Lineshape and the magnitude of πΣ spectra are 
sensitive to subthreshold KN̅ interaction.!

Higher L components affect around threshold. 

K-d -> πΣn reaction for J-PARC E31

S. Ohnishi, Y. Ikeda, T. Hyodo, E. Hiyama, W. Weise, arXiv:1408.0118

We study the K-d -> πΣn reaction for J-PARC E31


